
Cremation



Welcome

Thank you for looking at our memorial brochure.

A memorial to a loved one can be many things. It can  
be a summary of a life. It can be a tribute to things achieved 
or a remembrance of things enjoyed. It may even be a simple 
last act of love for one lost.

However you see it, we will use our experience and expertise to assist you in the 
selection of a memorial that is both personal and fitting for the person remembered and 
the place where they are at rest. We will be available to answer any questions you may 
have and keep you updated on the progress of the work.

A full specification and design, with the inscription and artwork, will be provided for your 
approval before any work is carried out. When the memorial and its inscription have 
been selected, our craftsmen will use only the finest materials to create the best  
possible memorial.

All memorials are individually made and hand finished. We will notify you as soon as 
possible after the memorial has been installed. The fixing of the memorial will be in 
accordance with best practice to ensure that it is safe and secure. Fixing will be carried 
out with all consideration for the dignity of the person being commemorated.



Things to consider
Our staff will be able to assist you in your choice. At an early stage there are a number 
of things to bear in mind.

A cremation memorial is usually smaller than a memorial on a full grave and there will be 
regulations which may in part govern the memorial selected. Regulations in cemeteries 
are likely to be more liberal than in churchyards. We will ensure that the memorial you 
choose matches the regulations and will seek the necessary permit on your behalf.

The memorials shown in this booklet are indicative of what may be permitted. Other 
designs may be achieved by adapting these to suit the dimensions or style required.

We give the type of material for each design shown, such as Dark Grey Granite, Marble 
or Serena stone. These designs and materials are largely interchangeable, so if you  
prefer one design but another material this is likely to be possible.

It is also worth considering the environment in which the memorial will lie and the 
amount of time available for maintaining it. Professional attention might be required for 
the cleaning of softer materials such as Marble and Portland stone. A polished granite 
memorial is easily cleaned by hand. This also applies to lettering. Lettering in enamel 
paint is likely to be more durable than gilt lettering, which uses delicate gold leaf.

In all these things, we will be ready to advise at your convenience.

The inscription
This may be the most personal thing of all. The examples opposite show how the 
available space can be used to express a range of sentiments, either as a simple 
statement of a person’s life or as an expression of our own feelings about the one  
who has passed.



LA1: Nabresina LA2: York stone

LA3: Dark grey granite

LA4: Nabresina

Flat tablets



LA5: Paradiso granite LA6: Black granite

LA7: Light grey granite LA8: Light grey granite

Desk and wedge tablets



Mounted tablets

LA9: Light grey granite LA10: Black granite

LA11: Blue pearl granite LA12: Black granite



Accessories

Vases are available in a range  
of materials and sizes.

Statues are also available.
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Because every life is unique


